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Abstract. Campaign Scheduling is characterized by multiple job sub-
missions issued from multiple users over time. This model perfectly suits
today’s systems since most available parallel environments have multiple
users sharing a common infrastructure. When scheduling individually
the jobs submitted by various users, one crucial issue is to ensure fair-
ness. This work presents a new fair scheduling algorithm called OStrich
whose principle is to maintain a virtual time-sharing schedule in which
the same amount of processors is assigned to each user. The comple-
tion times in the virtual schedule determine the execution order on the
physical processors. Then, the campaigns are interleaved in a fair way
by OStrich. For independent sequential jobs, we show that OStrich guar-
antees the stretch of a campaign to be proportional to campaign’s size
and the total number of users. The stretch is used for measuring by what
factor a workload is slowed down relative to the time it takes on an un-
loaded system. The theoretical performance of our solution is assessed
by simulating OStrich compared to the classical FCFS algorithm, issued
from synthetic workload traces generated by two different user profiles.
This is done to demonstrate how OStrich benefits both types of users, in
contrast to FCFS.
Keywords: Job scheduling; Fairness; Job campaigns; Multi-User; Work-
load Traces
1 Introduction
High performance computing (HPC) systems are usually shared by multiple users
who compete for the usage of the processors in order to execute their jobs. Most
of such systems embrace users and projects around a common infrastructure that
simplifies resource management and application execution through a centralized
scheduler. In the past, most users were oriented toward the maximization of
the throughput but the popularization of those systems attracted other types of
2users. Nowadays, the users turned to the optimization of the response-time [1].
Workload of response-time users is composed of multiple submissions released
sequentially over time [2–5]. For such users, the criterion of throughput is not
meaningful as they are more interested in the flow time of each submission.
In this work, the problem of multiple submissions on parallel system is nar-
rowed to the notion of Campaign Scheduling, introduced in [6] and analyzed
under restrictive assumptions. The campaign scheduling problem models a user
submission pattern commonly found in parallel systems used for scientific re-
search: a user submits a set of jobs, analyzes the outcomes and then resubmits
another set of jobs. In other words, the campaigns are sets of jobs issued from
a user and they must be scheduled one after the other since the submission of
a new campaign depends on the outcome of the previous one As this pattern is
an interactive process, the objective from the user point of view is to minimize
the time each campaign spent in the system, namely the campaign’s flow time.
As soon as a campaign finishes, soon the user is ready to submit the next one.
Common approaches such as FCFS (First-Come-First-Served), backfilling
mechanisms and classical list scheduling strategies are not well-adapted for multi-
user environments. FCFS, for instance, can be unfair to users who always submit
small jobs: it can take an arbitrarily long time to execute since the processors
may be fully occupied with jobs from another users. In turn, policies whose
priority is based on job length like SPT (Shortest Processing Time first) [7] and
LPT (Longest Processing Time first) [8] are subject to job starvation if applied
without a dynamic priority mechanism. Backfilling can be used to fill the idle
gaps between jobs and increase system utilization but they deliver no individual
guarantees to users regarding performance neither equitable treatment [9].
We propose in this paper a new on-line scheduling algorithm (called OStrich)
that explicitly maintains fairness between the users by bounding the worst-case
stretch of each campaign. We show that user’s performance does not depend on
the total load of the system, but only on the number of users competing for the
processors and on its own workload. We are also able to quantify and optimize
the performance of each user.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give an
overview of the state-of-the-art of scheduling with multiple users. In Section 3 we
present a formal model of Campaign Scheduling. This model is an extension of
what was defined in [6]. Section 4 is dedicated to the description of our solution,
a new algorithm for the problem of campaign scheduling with multiple users.
The theoretical results are depicted and analyzed in Section 5. Our solution is
assessed through simulations that uses user profiles based on short and long job
lengths. This is presented in Section 6. Finally, we present our conclusions and
future work in Section 7.
2 State-of-the-art
The main works related to this paper address the problem of optimizing various
users criteria and the use of fair policies on parallel systems. The Multi-Users
3Scheduling Problem was introduced for a single processor and two users by
Agnetis et al. [10]. This study focused on optimization problems. The authors
show that when both users are interested each in their makespan, the problem
can be solved in polynomial time. Saule and Trystram [11] extended the analysis
for scheduling independent sequential jobs belonging to k different users on m
identical processors. This is an oﬄine problem where all the jobs are known
in advance and can be immediately executed. They proved that the problem
becomes strongly NP-hard as soon as one user aims at optimizing the makespan.
Fairness is an important issue while designing scheduling policies and it has
gained growing attention in the last decade. However, it is still a fuzzy concept
that has been handled in many different ways, varying according to the target
problems. In [12] and [13], several metrics are proposed for expressing the degree
of unfairness in various systems. Both works evaluate the unfairness of algorithms
such as FCFS, backfilling and processor sharing, but fairness is associated with
the jobs and their service requirements. Thus, the concept of fairness is seen as
“fairness between jobs” instead of “fairness between users” as we propose.
Another common approach in scheduling is to use the distributive fairness.
It consists in allocating the available processors among the competing users
according to some fixed policy. Some examples are the fair share policies of Maui
Scheduler [14], the fair-share factor of SLURM Multifactor Priority Plugin [15]
and the Hadoop Fair Scheduler [16]). Users’ satisfaction (i.e. utilities), however,
is a function of not only the assigned processors, but also the needs. If the
needs are unequal, even if the processors are allocated according to the assigned
shares, the resulting utilities will differ. Moreover, strict sharing of processors
according to fair share policy may be inefficient: forcing the system to execute
jobs from all the users concurrently may slow down the execution of all the users
while executing one user after the other would be better for some users without
worsening the execution times of the others.
In contrast to distributive fairness, our goal is to ensure fair distribution of
utilities, i.e., the performance users get from the system. It is crucial to use a suit-
able measure of utility. One of the accepted and used metrics is the stretch, i.e.
the flow time normalized by the job’s processing time. The stretch and flow met-
rics were first studied by Bender et al. [17] for continuous job streams. Stretch
optimization was also studied for independent tasks without preemption [18],
Bag-of-Tasks applications [19,20], multiple parallel task graphs [21] and for shar-
ing broadcast bandwidth between clients requests [22].
The concept of campaign is related to the bag-of-task model [23,24] and the
groups of jobs model [25]. However, campaigns differ from bag-of-tasks as the
jobs belonging to a single campaign have different lengths, sizes and dependen-
cies. Unlike the group of jobs model, we assume that a user does not submit
the subsequent campaign until the previous one was completed. Our scheduling
algorithm uses the concept of a virtual completion time. Similar ideas are used
for fair queuing in communication networks (see [26] and the references within).
43 Model and Problem Definition
The model consists of k users (indexed by u) sharing the processors on a parallel
platform composed of m identical processors. The processors are managed by
a centralized scheduler. Figure 1 illustrates some of the used notations. A user
workload is composed of successive campaigns where each campaign, indexed by
i is submitted at a time denoted by tui and is composed of a set of independent
and non-preemptive sequential jobs. We consider an on-line problem in which
any particular campaign i (and its jobs) is unknown to the scheduler until it is
submitted. A campaign is defined as the set Jui containing the jobs released by
a user u in one submission; nui denotes the number of jobs of a campaign and
nu the total number of jobs released in all the campaigns of user u.
The jobs inside a campaign are indexed by j. The job’s length is denoted by
pui,j and, so, the total workload within campaign i is: W
u
i =
∑
j p
u
i,j . A job, once
started, cannot be interrupted nor preempted. The job start time is denoted by
sui,j and its completion time is denoted by C
u
i,j .
The start time of a campaign is denoted by sui . It is defined as the time the
first job starts, sui , minjs
u
i,j . The campaign’s completion time C
u
i is the time
the last job completes, Cui , maxjC
u
i,j .
The campaign’s flow time, denoted as ∆ui , is equal to the amount of time the
jobs of a campaign stay in the system: ∆ui , C
u
i − t
u
i .
The campaign’s stretch is denoted by Dui and is defined as a generalization
of a job’s stretch. Formally, a job stretch Dui,j is equal to the relative degra-
dation of its flow time, Dui,j = (C
u
i,j − t
u
i,j)/p
u
i,j , where p
u
i,j is the job length
(and, thus, the job’s optimum flow time) [17]. Determining a single campaign’s
optimum flow time means solving the general scheduling problem, so it is NP-
hard. Thus, instead, we use a lower bound on campaign’s flow time defined by
lui = max(W
u
i /m, p
u
max), where p
u
max = maxj p
u
i,j . Consequently, the campaign’s
stretch is defined as Dui = ∆
u
i /l
u
i .
A user u cannot submit her-his next campaign i + 1 until her-his previous
campaign i completes, thus tui+1 ≥ C
u
i . The time between the completion of
campaign i and the submission of the next one (i+ 1), called the think time, is
denoted as ttui+1 = t
u
i+1 − C
u
i .
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Fig. 1: Campaign Scheduling notations (two submissions from one user)
5The objective is to minimize the per-user and per-campaign stretch Dui . We
consider stretch (in contrast to the flow time), as it weights the responsiveness of
the system by the assigned load; it is natural to expect that small workloads will
be computed faster than larger ones. We consider it on a per-user basis, as this
results in fairness of the system towards individual users. Moreover, considering
stretch of each campaign (rather than the overall stretch) guarantees that not
only the final result, but also the intermediate ones are timely computed.
The problem of minimizing per-user and per-campaign stretch Dui is NP-
hard, as when restricted to a single user (k = 1) and to a single campaign, it is
equivalent to the classical problem of minimization of the makespan on identical
parallel processors (P ||Cmax) [6, 11].
4 Algorithm
We propose in this section a new scheduling algorithm called OStrich. The al-
gorithm guarantees the worst-case stretch of each campaign of each user Dui to
be proportional to the campaign’s workload and the number of active users in
the system. OStrich’s principle is to create a virtual fair-sharing schedule that
determines the execution priorities of the campaigns in the real schedule. The al-
gorithm maintains a list of ready-to-execute campaigns ordered by their priorities
and interactively selects the next job from the highest priority campaign. Any
scheduling policy can be used to determine the execution order of jobs within
a single campaign; for instance LPT [8] (or, more appropriately, MLPT [27]) or
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) [7].
The virtual fair-sharing schedule is maintained by dividing the processors
between the active users at each given moment. The processors are divided evenly
among the users, independently of users’ submitted workload. The priority of a
user’s campaign is determined by its virtual completion time, i.e. the completion
time in the virtual schedule. The campaign with the shortest virtual completion
time has the priority of execution. This virtual completion time is denoted by
C˜ui for a campaign J
u
i (more generally, we will use x˜ for denoting a variable x in
the virtual schedule). That way, if a user u submits a campaign at time tui , its
virtual completion time is defined as the total workload of the campaign divided
by its share of processors, added by its virtual start time. More formally:
C˜ui (t) = W˜
u
i /(m/k˜(t)) + s˜
u
i = k˜(t)W˜
u
i /m+ s˜
u
i . (4.1)
Note that the share of a user is defined as the number of processorsm divided
by the number of active users at moment t, denoted by k˜(t). By active users,
we mean the users with unfinished campaigns at time t, according to the virtual
schedule. Formally, k˜(t) is defined as k˜(t) =
∑k
u ✶{u, t} where ✶{u, t} is an
indicating function that returns 1 if ∃i | C˜ui > te and 0 otherwise.
A campaign starts in the virtual schedule after it is submitted, but also not
sooner than the virtual completion time of the previous campaign (the previous
campaign can be completed earlier in the real scheduler than in the virtual
6schedule). So, according to this:
s˜ui = max(t
u
i , C˜
u
i−1). (4.2)
This condition guarantees that at each time moment, at most one campaign of
each user is executing in the virtual schedule, as it happens on the real scheduler.
Thus, the number of allocated processors depends on the number of active users,
and not the system load. Additionally, OStrich does not allow a campaign to
start before its virtual start time (sui ≥ s˜
u
i ). This mechanism keeps the real
schedule in accordance with the fair principles of the virtual schedule: a user is
not able to take a greater share of the processors than what is assigned in the
virtual schedule.
The virtual completion time of the campaigns can be updated on two events:
the submission of a new campaign and the completion of a campaign in the
virtual schedule. These events may change the number of active users k˜(t) and,
thus, modify the virtual completion times of other active campaigns. Besides,
at each event e occurring at time te, the virtual workload of a campaign (W˜
u
i )
must be redefined based on how much it is left to be executed in the virtual
schedule. The remaining workload of a campaign is defined by taking the time
passed since the last event occurrence te−1 and multiplying it by campaign’s
share of processors on that time interval. Considering all the events passed after
the campaign’s submission, the workload formula is W˜ui =
∑
j p
u
i,j−
∑
e(m.(te−
te−1)/k˜(te−1)).
An example of schedule with OStrich is available at the appendix A.
5 Theoretical Analysis
In this section, the worst case stretch of a campaign is to analyzed. The idea for
the proof is to bound the completion time of the last job of a campaign using
a “global area” argument compared to the virtual schedule. In this proof, pmax
denotes the maximum job length in the system. “Area” is a measure in terms
of amount of time × number of processors. The virtual schedule is denoted by
V and the real schedule by R. To simplify the formulation of proofs, we will say
that the virtual schedule V “executes” jobs, even though V is just an abstraction
used for prioritizing real jobs. At time t, a job is “executed” by V if in V there
is a fraction of processors assigned to this job.
5.1 Worst-Case Bound
As V can assign a job an arbitrary fraction of processors (from ǫ to m), a
schedule in V is represented by horizontal load streams, one for each active
user. Idle intervals can be present in V only when there are no ready jobs to
be executed. In turn, R must execute each job on a single processor, thus some
processors can be idle even when there are ready jobs. This can happen when
tui < s˜
u
i and the ready jobs of campaign i must wait until moment s˜
u
i arrives.
7So, the question is whether the idle times that might additionally appear in R
can cause a systematic delay of R compared to V. The following lemma shows
that once R is delayed by an area of mpmax, the delay does not grow further, as
there is always a ready job to be executed.
The lemma considers only the idle time in the “middle” of the schedule, i.e.,
after the start time of the first job and up to the start time of the last job; this
is sufficient to characterize the on-line behavior of OStrich.
Lemma 1. The total idle area in R (counted from the earliest to the latest job
start time) exceeds the total idle area in V by at most mpmax.
Proof. Consider first a V schedule with no idle times. Assume by contradiction
that t is the first time moment when the total idle area in R starts to exceed
mpmax. Thus, at least one processor is free at time t and there is no ready jobs
to be executed. As V has no idle times, at time t the area executed by V exceeds
the area executed by R by more than mpmax. Thus, the area exceeding mpmax
is ready to be executed at R: as a single job has an area of at most pmax, an
area of mpmax is composed of at least m jobs. Thus, at least m jobs are being
executed, or ready to be executed in R. This contradicts the assumption that
there is at least one free processor at R at time t.
If there is idle time in V, each idle period can be modeled as a set of dummy
jobs {JI} that are executed by V, but not necessarily (and/or not completely)
by R. If R executes {JI} entirely, the thesis is true by the argument from the
previous paragraph (as {JI} contributes with the same amount
∑
pI of idle
area to V and to R). If R executes {JI} partially (as {J
′
I}, with 0 ≤ p
′
I ≤ pI)
the contribution of these jobs to the idle area of R (
∑
p′I) is smaller than to V
(
∑
pI). 
R starts to execute jobs from campaign Jui when this campaign has the
shortest completion time in V. Yet, it is possible that after some, but not all,
jobs from Jui have started, another user v submits her/his campaign J
(v)
j having
a lower area than what remains of Jui , and thus gaining higher priority. Thus, J
u
i
is executed in R in so-called pieces: two jobs Jk, Jl ∈ J
u
i belong to the same piece
iff no job from other campaign J
(v)
j starts between them (∄J
′ : J ∈ J
(v)
j ∧ sJk <
sJ ′ < sJl).
The following lemma bounds the completion time of the last piece of the
campaign. After a campaign is completed in the virtual schedule, it cannot be
delayed by any other newly-submitted campaign; thus it has the highest priority
and its remaining jobs are executed in one piece (i.e., the last piece). The lemma
upper-bounds the virtual area having higher priority by the area of the campaign,
as in the worst case k users submit campaigns of equal area, thus ending at the
same time in V, and thus being executed in arbitrary order in R.
Lemma 2. The completion time Cui,q of the last piece q of a campaign J
u
i is
bounded by a sum:
Cui,q ≤ t
u
i + k
Wui−1
m
+ pmax + (k − 1)
Wui
m
+ pmax +
Wui
m
+ pumax. (5.1)
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Fig. 2: Analysis of OStrich: bound for the campaign stretch
Proof. In (5.1), tui +kW
u
i−1/m expresses the maximum time a campaign may wait
until the virtual completion time of the previous campaign Jui−1 of the same user;
(k−1)Wui /m bounds the time needed to execute other users’ campaigns that can
have higher priority; Wui /m+ p
u
max bounds the execution time of the campaign
Jui ; and two pmax elements represent the maximum lateness of R compared to
V and the maximum time needed to claim all the processors.
From (4.1), (4.2) and knowing that tui ≥ s˜
u
i−1 (the next campaign cannot be
released before the previous one starts), s˜ui ≤ t
u
i + kW
u
i−1/m.
There is no idle time in R in the period [s˜ui , s
u
i,q), otherwise, the last piece
could have been started earlier.
We denote by A the area of jobs executed in R after the time moment s˜ui
and until s˜ui,q. We claim that A ≤ mpmax + (k − 1)W
u
i +W
′u
i , where W
′u
i is the
area of jobs from campaign Jui executed until s
u
i,q. The Figure 2 facilitates the
visualization of these notations, including the area A (shaded area).
To prove the claim, we analyze job J executed in R in the period [s˜ui , s
u
i,q).
First, J is not executed in V after sui,q. If J is in V after s
u
i,q, J has lower priority
than jobs from campaign Jui , so OStrich would not choose J over jobs from
campaign Jui .
Second, if J is executed in V before s˜ui , it means that R is “late” in terms
of executed area: but the total area of such “late” jobs it at most mpmax (from
Lemma 1).
Thus, if J has a corresponding area in the virtual schedule executed in the
period [s˜ui , s
u
i,q), the area A of the jobs started in the real schedule in this period
is equal to the area of the virtual schedule between [s˜ui , s
u
i,q) plus the lateness
mpmax. Recall that from time s
u
i,q till the start of the last job of J
u
i , the campaign
Jui has the highest priority (as it is not interrupted by any other campaign).
Thus, at the latest, sui,q corresponds to the time moment C˜
u
i in the virtual
schedule when the campaign Jui completes (plus the lateness pmax). Thus, by
definition of the virtual schedule, sui,q ≤ pmax + s˜
u
i + k
Wu
i
m .
9Starting from sui,q, the remaining jobs of J
u
i start and complete. J
u
i can claim
all processors at the latest pmax after s
u
i,q. Then, by using classic lower bounds,
it takes Wui /m+ p
u
max to complete the campaign. 
The following theorem states that in OStrich the stretch of a campaign de-
pends only on the number of active users and the relative area of two consecutive
campaigns.
Theorem 1. The stretch of a campaign is proportional to the number of active
users k5 and the relative area of consecutive campaigns. Dui ∈ O(k(1 +
Wu
i−1
Wu
i
)).
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 2. Recall that, for campaign Jui ,
the stretch Dui is defined by D
u
i = (C
u
i −t
u
i )/l
u
i = (C
u
i − t
u
i )/max(W
u
i /m, p
u
max).
Also, Cui = C
u
i,q, i.e. the completion time of a campaign is equal to the comple-
tion time of its last “piece”. Replacing Cui by the definition of C
u
i,q taken from
Lemma 2, we have
Dui ≤
kW
u
i−1
m
+3pmax+
kW
u
i
m
max(Wu
i
/m,pu
max
) ≤
kW
u
i−1
m
+3pmax+
kW
u
i
m
Wu
i
/m ≤ k(1 +
Wu
i−1
Wu
i
) + 3mpmax.
For a given supercomputer, m is constant; similarly, the maximum size of a
job pmax can be treated as constant, as it is typically limited by system admin-
istrators. Hence, Dui ∈ O(k(1 +W
u
i−1/W
u
i )). 
It is worth noting that the stretch does not dependent on the current total
load of the system. Heavily-loaded users do not influence the stretch of less-
loaded ones. Also, this bound is tight (the proof is available at [28]).
6 Simulations
In this section, we analyze the performance of OStrich. We present a simulation
to demonstrates that OStrich results in lower stretch values against. The results
produced by OStrich are compared with a FCFS classical algorithm that sched-
ules campaigns in a First-In-First-Out order. The simulator plays the role of a
centralized scheduler: it takes an instance of a user workload as inputs; and it
calculates the campaign stretches and the max-stretch per user obtained by each
algorithm in an environment composed of m = 64 identical processors.
We run 40 instances where instance is composed of 104 jobs. For each job we
set its length p according to the user profile. We defined 2 user profiles: short
and long. Short users submit short jobs with lengths uniformly taken from the
range [1; 3.6 × 103] (seconds as time unit). Long users submit long jobs with
lengths uniformly taken from the range [3.6 × 103; 3.6 × 104]. Each job starts
a new campaign with probability of 0.02; otherwise, it belongs to the previous
campaign. If the job starts a new campaign, we set the owner of this campaign
according to a uniform distribution.
5 The number of active users may vary on time. Here, we assume that k is the biggest
value it assume during the execution of the campaign.
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Fig. 3: Ostrich vs FCFS: comparing stretch values of campaigns
In general, the results confirm our expectations and show that OStrich re-
sults in significantly lower max stretches than FCFS. The Figure 3a shows the
distribution of stretch values for all campaigns. The number of campaigns with
stretch lower than 2 for OStrich is more than twice the number obtained with
FCFS. More important, though is the number of high stretch values above: while
on OStrich this number decreases rapidly towards 0 as stretch increases, with
FCFS it is bigger than 2600 above 20, representing 42.3% of the total. The
occurrence of stretch values above 20 is only 117 for OStrich (1.3%).
The Figure 3b shows the max stretch average per user profile (in a log scale)
and here we can see how OStrich accomplishes its purpose: short users are penal-
ized by FCFS with big stretch values (whose average is above 50) while OStrich
does not heavily discriminate users by their profiles, guaranteeing a more fair
treatment for all the users (average of 12.8 for short users). For long users, FCFS
and OStrich have almost the same performance (average of 6.3 for FCFS and
6.8 for OStrich).
7 Concluding Remarks
We have presented in this work a new scheduling algorithm for the problem of
scheduling multiple submissions issued by many users. OStrich algorithm has
been designed to handle the problem of fairness between users by defining exe-
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cution priorities according to a criterion based on stretch. The principle of the
proposed solution is to dynamically determine the priorities between the cam-
paigns based on a fair share virtual schedule. We proved that OStrich delivers
performance guarantee for the max stretch value of a user campaign that depends
only on the user workload and on the number of active users.
The performance of our algorithm is assessed by running simulations on
workloads composed of two types of users sharing a parallel system. The results
show that, for short job user profiles, OStrich achieves lower stretches than the
FCFS while it remains as good as FCFS for long job users; moreover distribu-
tion of stretches among users is more equal. Therefore, OStrich delivers a good
compromise between fairness and user performance without worsening overall
performance.
Next, we plan to study how OStrich can be used to achieve fairness with par-
allel jobs, which introduces another relevant issues like overall system utilization
and backfilling impact on stretch minimization.
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A Example
The figure 4 shows an example with the real and the virtual schedule generated
by the OStrich algorithm in a system with 6 identical processors from t = 0
to t = 7. This example shows 4 submissions issued from 3 different users: two
submissions at time t = 0, from users 1 and 2, and two submissions at times
t = 2 and t = 5, from user 3. From t = 0 to t = 2, two users, 1 and 2, are the only
ones in the system (k˜(t) = 2; 0 ≤ t ≤ 2). The virtual schedule is constructed
by sharing the processors equally between them and, according to (4.1), their
virtual completion times are C˜11 = 16 and C˜
2
1 = 6. The real schedule contains
only jobs from user 2 since her/his virtual completion time is the smallest (thus,
he has execution priority).
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Fig. 4: Virtual and real schedule generated by the OStrich algorithm with 3 users
The situation changes at t = 2 when user 3 submits her/his first campaign.
By that time, the users 1 and 2 had each a share of 6 in the virtual schedule
but their virtual completion times were not exceeded. Now, the processors are
equally shared between 3 users (k˜2 = 3). The virtual completion of user 3 is
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set to C˜31 = 7 and the virtual completion times of users 1 and 2 are updated
to C˜11 = 23 and C˜
2
1 = 8, according to their remaining workloads. User 3 is the
user with the highest priority. In the real schedule, the first campaign of user
2 is interrupted—while executing jobs are not interrupted, once user 2’s job
completes, user 3’s job starts. So, in order to use processors M5 and M6, user 3
must wait until t = 3.
From t = 3 to t = 5 the first campaign of user 3 is finished and also the
first campaign of user 2, as its remaining jobs are executed. Additionally, some
jobs of the first campaigns of user 1 finally start to execute. At t = 5 the second
campaign of user 3 is submitted, but note that the virtual completion time of
her/his first campaign is C˜31 = 7. As s
3
2 < C˜
3
1 , s˜
3
2 = C˜
3
1 and her/his virtual
completion time is set to C˜32 = 11. The user 3 retakes the priority but note that
even if her/his first campaign is finished in the real schedule at t = 5, her/his
next campaign must wait until s˜32 = 7 to be taken into account.
The result of OStrich is a schedule with campaigns being interleaved and
executed in many pieces, according to the changing priorities between users.
